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Study on Most Prolific Authors’ and their Association 
with Citation
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ABSTRACT
This paper tries to find the association between altmetric variable and citation for the 
articles written by most prolific authors in the field of Clinical medicine, Neuroscience, 
Micro and Molecular biology, 2014.  A total of 713 authors had written 4886 articles in 
the above four subject areas. From the study it was found that five variables (Citation,  
Altmertric, Twitter Facebook and Mendeley) contribute more than 54% of variance  
among the seventeen variables. The subject wise correlation between the majority altmetric  
variables and citation is between 0.158 - 0.737.  It was found that medical science  
attracts more attention in the social media compared to other science domain.

Keywords: Altmetric, Citation, Attention score, Prolific authors, Social media, New me-
dia.

INTRODUCTION

Research articles are published in all stream of subject but all 
subjects doesn’t contribute same quantum of literature to its 
subject domain. The literature output varies subject to subject 
and within a particular domain; all its sub-domain does not 
attract same level of research input which leads to scientific 
literature. Scientific publication is strongly related with R and D  
spending [1] which differs subject wise and nation wise. All 
subject doesn’t get the same type attention as hot subjects like 
Genomic, Energy or Information Technology.[2] In every 
subject there are few prolific authors whose contribution to  
the domain knowledge is substantial. In past decade an academic 
writing was recognized only after a year or so, in the form of  
citation; but in the recent past the trend has changed dramati-
cally due to the penetration of mobile technology with reference  
to Social Networking Site (SNS).These new tools have enriched 
the visibility of research outputs and academic writing. The  
penetration of ICT had give birth to various article level metrics 
under the umbrella of Altmertics.

This paper contributes to this discussion by comparing  
seventeen different altmetrics variables sources with citation 
data of 4989 articles of four different subjects namely Clinical  
Medicine, Microbiology, Molecular Biology and Neuroscience  
Published in 2014which were penned by 713 authors. Specifically,  
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this study seeks to answer the following research question: To 
what extent do the altmetric indicators associate with citation 
counts of most prolific authors?[3]

LITERATURE REVIEW

Scientometric analysis involves the construction and application 
of a series of indicators of the ‘impact’, ‘influence’, or ‘value’ 
of  a scholarly work from citation data.[4] Bibliometrics is a stan-
dard method for measuring the impact of research on other 
research.[5] Evaluation of scholarly communication in present 
environment is not confined to citation alone as new media 
influence is substantial in digitalcommunication mode. The 
new media had given birth to new metric which is defined as 
alternate metrics to evaluate the reach of new research output 
on various platforms like “twitter”, “facebook”, “mendeley”, 
“citeulike”, “google +” , “Wikipedia” and many more which 
contribute to a new form of score called Altmertic score. Alt-
metrics is proposed as an alternative and the extension of the 
traditional bibliometric indicators (such as Journal Impact 
Factor or h-index).[6] These techniques include both “intrinsic” 
measures linked to the author’s scientific community, and 
“extrinsic” measures from the broader context and outside the 
research community. Altmetric enables to study the impact of 
a paper just a few days or weeks after its has appeared.[5] Vari-
ous studies had been done on individual altmetric variables 
and its  association with citation like Twittes, Facebook,[7,8,9] 
Mendeley.[10,11] All the seventeen variables have association 
with citation count but it’s more prominent among the sci-
ence stream compared to physical and social science.
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b. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity – This tests the correlation 
matrix is an identity matrix.  An identity matrix is matrix in 
which all of the diagonal elements are 1 and all off diagonal 
elements are 0. This is significant (less than 0.05), indicating 
that the correlation matrix is significantly different from an 
identity matrix, in which correlations between variables are 
all zero.

METHODS

Most prolific authors in the field of Clinical medicine,  
Neuroscience, Micro and Molecular biology were retrieved 
from WoS during 2014. Articles published in year 2014 were 
taken for the present study because a minimum windowperiod 
of two year was considered for citation time window.[9] The fi-
nal list contained 713 authors, who together had authored 4886 
papers; 2169 from Clinical Medicine, 1269 from Molecular Bi-
ology , 822 from Neuro Science and 616 from Microbiology-
which is  covered in Google scholar.[13] Author’s affiliation was 
used to counter check the author’s credentials. Currently three 
big altmetrics data providers: ImpactStory, Altmetric.com, and 
PlumX. Individual author’s publication metrics was retrieved 
from Altmertric.com. Altmetric scores are largely based on  
New Media  like Twitter, facebook ,Google+  and reference  
management tool like Mendeley and CiteUlike.[14] Data was col-
lected between Januarys - February, 2017. To avoid redundancy  
manual method was used instead of API. Downloaded altmetric 
data was tabulated using spreadsheet according to the variable 
needed for the study.[15]

For data analysis “Factor analysis” was used; which is an  
explorative analysis much as that of cluster analysis. Factor 
analysis groups variable into dimensions based on their simi-
larity. This means taking a mass data and shirinking it to a 
smaller data set, which will help to find the hidden patterns.

Data Analysis

At the outset, inter correlation Table 1 for all variables was  
computed to carry out factorial analysis. In respect of the 
study variable;the following five variables with more than one  
eigenvalue was considered. Citation, Altmertric, Twitter,  
Facebook and Mendeley, with 5.382,1.173,1.055, 1.003. Also 
the “scree test” Figure 1 suggested the retention of five factors. 
The total variance contributed by the eigenvalues more than one  
were 29.898,6.517,6.302,5.860,5.572. The cumulative per-
centage of variance explained by the five eigenvalues was 
54.149%,[16] which means half of the variance is accounted for 
by the first five factors.

From the 17 study variables five was extracted using principal  
component method. In the present analysis the of “Direct  
oblimin” rotation was used.[17] Oblimin rotation ensures maxi-
mization of variance of a variable under a particular factor.

For interpretation of the factors variables with high factor 
loading and high communality were taken into consideration.   
The limits were arbitrarily set; and the rotated factor (Oblimin) 
matrix of altmetric variables is presented in the Table 2.

a. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy – 
This measure varies between 0 and 1, and the values computed 
from all the variable is .868 which is closer to 1 is a good sign.

Citation
Vs

Altmetric variables
Correlation

(One tailed test)

Twitter 0.449

Facebook 0.461

Mendeley 0.127

Bolg 0.432

ResearchHig 0.278

Newsoutlet 0.464

Redditor 0.199

Wiki 0.209

Citeulike 0.091

Wiebo 0.167

Peerreview 0.153

Videoupload 0.204

Google 0.33

Policy 0.359

QAthread 0.047

Connotea 0.009

Table 1: Correlation coefficient r measures between altmetric variable vs 
citation.

Figure 1: Scree plot shows the five variables having eigenvalue 
more than 1.
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Taken together, above two result ascertains that sample data 
of the present study has a minimum standard which should 
be passed before a principal components analysis or a factor 
analysis.[18]

These initial communalities represent the relation between 
the variable and all other variables before rotation. Out of 17 
variable 7 variables communalities are above (< 0.50)

The Rotated Component Matrix, which contains all the load-
ings (even those < 0.3) for each component, Table 3 is similar 
to the rotated factor matrix in Output Figure 2. The Compo-
nent Plot in rotated Space gives one a visual representation of 

Table 2: Sampling adequacy and sphericity of the data.

KMO and Bartlett’s Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .868

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 14905.671

df 136

Sig. 0.000

the loadings plotted in a 2-dimensional space. The plot shows 
how closely related.

Rotated Component Matrixa Rotation Method clearly explains 
the cluster formation pattern in three component and how 
each variables are loading.

Subject wise analysis

Subject wise correlation analysis Table 4 was performed be-
tween Altmetric variables and Citation . From the table value 
for the subject “Clinical Medicine” it was found that apart from 
QAthread and Cannotea all other variables was significantly 
correleated with citation at 0.0l level, the association between 
mendely readership count and citation was found to be  very 
strong. In case of “Microbiology” subject; same pattern of  
“Clinicial Medicine” was found. The trend in Molecular  
Biology was also same;  exculding the variable Policy which 
showed a weak assocation compared to other variables. Apart 
from Connotea all other variables was strongly correlated 
with citation in case “Neuro Science” subject.

Table 3: Pattern matrix displays how individual variables are loading differently in each 
component.

Pattern Matrix

Component

1 2 3 4 5

Facebook 0.842

Twitter 0.680

Citation 0.639

Google 0.632

Policy 0.467 0-.361

Redditor 0.360 0-.326

Videoupload 0-.662

Wiebo 0-.636

Bolg 0.422 0-.575

Newsoutlet 0.468 0-.503

Wiki 0-.426

Citeulike 0.611

ResearchHig 0.484 0.485

Mendeley 0.484 0.405

QAthread 0-.744

Peerreview 0-.542

Connotea 0.914
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+ are strongly associate with citation counts.[3] Discussion 
about a particular article  on social media is short lived but its 
contrary to citation.[20] The trend ofnew media  variable with 
four subjects are unbiased; more or less all the social media  
variable  are correlated with the four subject in same manner.  
It was found that among the new media tools Mendeley 
readership count  is storngly correalted with Citation count.
[11,12,21] Though new media tools are highly used in various  
environment to disseminate information; still these channals 
are in nascent stage. From the  data its evident that all the 
altmetric variable do not  have same kind of proximity with 
the sample subject area; baring few variables. Hence at this 
junture  visibility of citation is more compared to altmetric 
variables and its apparent that citation cout is more authentic  
as it grows with the time on other hand the new media variable 
presence is only in the initial stage and the discourse on this 
platform decreased over the years. So the altmetric variables  
can  be campared with litmus paper which helps to find a  
solutions acidic nature;  same way these new media tools  can 
help the authors and publisher to prediect  how much citation  
an article can attract in future [22] according to  attention  
economics theory.[23]

CONCULSION

The new media brings the content to its reader; subsequently  
this channel  opens a bridge to publish the views of a reader.  
While citation is one way path but its considered more  
authentic in assessing the impact of an article; in same manner  
altmetric  be regarded as authentic and unobtrusive.[24] 
Altmetric data are hetrogenious in nature and its not clear  
in what way they represents engagements with scholarly 
works.[25] Till now these social media tools are notembraced 
by academicans; only citation and h-index  are used for their  
career growth, still the altmetric variables has not  been east-
ablsied as sub domain of bibliometrics.[5] Early research had 
proved that altmetrics variable has a significant association  
with citation but it differ subject wise. Early studies had conculed 
that science subjects are more popular in new media platform. 
The study further assertains the postive correlation for all four  
study subject domain; but medical science attract more atten-
tion in the social media.[25,26] The study can be expanded by 
including more prolific author and articles and to explore dis-
ciplinary differences.[27]
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